[Vestibular compensation. Clinical value of its dynamic study].
Vestibular compensation consists of all the processes of neurological reorganization that allow recovering balance after a unilateral vestibular lesion. According to its etiology, the peripheral lesion may be more or less severe, may evolve more or less rapidly, and be more or less reversible. Therefore, it will have a characteristic "pattern" in time, which enables us to classify the kinetic aspects of peripheral pathology. Vestibular compensation, which responds to these variations in the sensitivity of the posterior labyrinth, is a slowly progressive adaptation mechanism. This compensation will progressively reduce the musculotonic asymmetry affecting the postural muscles and the eye muscles, and it can therefore be studied on the basis of the velocity of the spontaneous nystagmus as measured in the dark. We can then define a "vestibular compensation rate" at a given moment. To achieve this, a diagram (E. UMER) is proposed to represent the lesion and the rate of vestibular compensation and to study their mutual relationships. The dynamic study of vestibular compensation and the measurement of its "time constant" than have threefold merits for diagnosis, prognosis and treatment.